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When did sustainability become a concern for industrial companies?
1. 800

2. 1920

3. 1940
4. 1970

5. 2000

6. 2020



Sustainability Timeline
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9C JP 
Recycle 
Paper

WW2 
recycling 
paper, 
rubber, 
glass and 
metals

1975 Limits 
to Growth 
Club 
of Rome

1987 UN 
Sustainable 
development 

2021 
COP26 
Glasgow

1920 Recycle bottles

1973 Energy crisis

2015 Paris accord



• Examined the worldwide patent 
data base for the simple terms 
“sustainability or recycling” for 
the last 100 years

• Patents began appearing in the 
early 1970s 

• Exponential growth began 
around 2010

• Currently there are over 70,000 
patent families on this topic 
ANNUALLY

• Each patent cost >$10k/country 
to file

• This is NOT a flash in the pan!

Background on Sustainability from Patents
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Background on Corporate and R&D Sustainability in the 
Literature
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The 3 RTM articles 
have attracted 65 

citations from many 
countries. 

• Supply management
• Consumer goods 
• Higher education 
• And others

Evolution of design for 
sustainability

Shifting focus
• From selection of 

resources with low 
environmental impact,

• To life cycle design 
and eco-design of 
products, 

• to designing for eco-
efficient product-
service systems

Other recent 
sustainability articles

• Management 
overconfidence 
promotes green 
innovation by 
improving the risk-
taking ability of 
enterprises

• Sustainability based 
products is driven by 
three concepts

Front-runner company 
characteristics

• Emphasizing 
sustainability as part 
of purpose

• Building robust 
business models and 
deploying for all goals

• Optimizing 
environmental and 
society outcomes

• Combining several 
sustainable business 
model innovations

Risk Taking

• The higher the 
enterprise risk-taking 
ability is, the more 
conducive to the 
successful integration 
of sustainability into 
the business model

There are 100’s of sustainability conferences scheduled worldwide in 2022: A few examples:
ACS Green Chemistry & Engineering Conference June, 2022 in VA
Thinking in Systems: Designing for Sustainable Use International Conference on Climate Change, Sustainability 
and Business ICCCSB May, 2022 in Rome, Italy



Background on 
Sustainability in the News 
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Green Buzz Weekly 9/21: encouraging employees to take 

action beyond their immediate sphere is a way to attract 

and retain younger generations more concerned about and 

attuned to climate issues. ClimateVoice & others are 

working to turn employees into activists, prodding their 

employers to back proactive climate legislation. 

LinkedIn 10/21: Good Chemistry partners 

with Terracyle to create nationwide 

perfume packaging recycling program

GLOBE NEWSWIRE 10/21: APA 

Corporation released its 2021 

Sustainability Report. In 2021, APA set a 

goal to eliminate routine flaring across 

U.S. onshore operations by year-end 

and achieved the goal ahead of 

schedule. Since 2016, the company has 

decreased global greenhouse gas 

emissions by 27% and global methane 

emissions intensity by 41%.

HOUSTON 9/21: Big Oil was dealt a stunning defeat 

when shareholders of Exxon Mobil elected at least 

two board candidates nominated by activist 

investors who pledged to steer the company 

toward cleaner energy and away from oil and gas

SF Chronicle 10/21: Chervron CEO Mike Worth 
was asked about whether the oil giant should 
invest in renewable energy projects. He said 
no because renewable energy generates low 
returns for shareholders

Smithsonian Magazine 2/22: “The future of 

recycling may be microbes (for plastics/PET)”

NYT 10/21: Climate change is an “emerging threat” 

to the stability of the U.S. financial system, top 

federal regulators warned, setting the stage for the 

Biden administration to take more aggressive 

regulatory action to prevent climate change from 

upending global markets and the economy Reuters 10/21: BMW will stop making internal 
combustion engines at its main plant in Munich by 2024, 
its head of production said on Friday at a conference 
marking the start of production of its electric i4 model

UN.org 11/21:  “COP26: Together for our planet.” 

120 world leaders, 40K participants developed 

the Glasgow Climate Pact

CNBC 7/21: VolksWagen – recently announced their 
commitment related to  Electric Vehicles. Half of Volkswagen’s 
sales are expected to be battery-electric vehicles by 2030. 

Youtube 11/21: BlackRock Bottom Line | 3 

sustainability signals that matter for companies

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5alytxmr-

eo&list=PLxSeXKiuI2584XF9vWeAlVzyh6wbSqKaa.

EventBrite 2/22: Beyond Triple Bottom 
Line: Profits with A Purpose The Grant 
Blvd. Story
- https://www.eventbrite.com/e/soci

al-impact-summit-beyond-triple-
bottom-line-profits-with-a-purpose-
tickets-181963466627

http://go.greenbiz.com/MjExLU5KWS0xNjUAAAF_xlMnTON-0p6cHa7MnU9LAIZi_efBEp8H_jliUaL_2nykUS1jtXQKk9gHsbR6UtMG6YazXqk=
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/25/business/exxon-mobil-climate-change.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5alytxmr-eo&list=PLxSeXKiuI2584XF9vWeAlVzyh6wbSqKaa
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001QiWmQ1qwoIHXdmINcl4FXq3GSXUk5OdSRM3_FOEwjNQ2ctVw-3CdmX1yEL2stlX-cqrbhO2TQaEkr85Io89MeMrEdnHJzHDpx4Ok0oW2s7sGYb90HOdDbevAAtoGdgPW0yHiHAoKpZDWs__r9sNKVw==&c=GRUBDIF_NQzbdFbueaqLjhMrp2p4WFi3LBMQEZnQgx3VeWLFCyyFLg==&ch=KH2RHshIAwaFNv11A8Jn7-gvmybIjtetyA0-yt4BiI69abRmkRDXfQ==
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/social-impact-summit-beyond-triple-bottom-line-profits-with-a-purpose-tickets-181963466627


Background on Sustainability in Corporations
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POLL
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How important is environmental sustainability in your organization?

1. Very important – we have corporate metrics
2. Important – upper management pays attention
3. Neutral – we pay attention sometimes, but there isn’t a unified 

approach
4. Not very important – we comply with regulations only



Sustainable Development
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“Development which meets the needs of current generations without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs”

Bio-economy gaining strength and visibility

• Now part of society’s agenda
• Responsibility of corporate organizations
• Promote sustainable development

• Engage society & consumers through a sustainable economy

• New Product Development Professionals
• Embrace new reality

• Incorporate Sustainability as integrated part of NPD strategy &process

Brundtland Commission 1987.  Report of the World 
Commission on Environment and Development:  
Our Common Future



Creating and Capturing Value Through Sustainability
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Sustainable Development Business Rationale
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• Reputation 
Management

• Employee Attraction 
and Retention

• Community  Sentiment

• Operations Risks
• Supply Chain Risks
• Market Risks
• Societal Risks
• Regulatory Risks

• Revenue Growth
• Revenue Resilience
• Innovation
• New business models

• Operations Efficiency
• Employee Productivity
• Value Chain Efficiency
• Cost of  Compliance

Costs Revenue

BrandRisks



Sustainability Maturity Model Compared to Earlier 
Regulations
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Child Labor Laws
1910s

Safety Regulations
1960s

Quality Standards
1980s

Sustainability 
(CSR) 2000s

• An analysis between financial metrics and sustainability maturity model score was conducted
• The resulting correlation coefficient indicates that a linear relationship could exist between 

Sustainability Tool scores and increased operating margins
• We believe Sustainability is the next category to improve financial performance by using that focus 

to drive innovation
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• Product sustainability can most easily 
be accomplished by including 
sustainability in product design process.

• Sustainability must be part of corporate 
culture to be successful.

• Companies covered the full range of the 
maturity continuum

• Companies, regardless of their place on 
the maturity continuum, reported 
specific revenue or profit gains from 
sustainability.

Differentiation

Sustainability Maturity Model

Compliance



• Strategy Section
• Design Tools Section
• Criteria Outline
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Sustainability Maturity Model



Sustainability Maturity Model Details
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Strategy Design Tools
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• Aligned with the maturity model
• Consists of a series of Binary 

(yes/no) questions for each category 
in the maturity model

• Maturity level for each category 
determined by answers

• Translated to a visual display

Sustainability Assessment Tool

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Yjl_U-TZ6WgTW8kZQr4sXr4Sbo9yHigQ?usp=sharing
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• Model validated
• High scores for “Government Policy & Regulations” 

and for “Corporate Sustainability Policy”
• Initial drivers for sustainability and ahead of 

improvements in other categories

• Lower values for the design for sustainability
• Suggests a time delay between strategic intent and 

implementation throughout the organization

• Range of metrics used to measure R&D 
sustainability process and benefits
• No single magic bullet metric

• Sustainability Metrics for whole organization are 
different than for the R&D organization

• Companies use the ones that best fit their organization 

Reference Assessment
Sustainable Asset 
Management 
(SAM)

Validates our model and tool

Carbon Disclosure 
Project (CDP)

Validates our model and tool

Newsweek Does not provide contrary 
evidence to the validity 
argument

Summary & Conclusions – Sustainability Maturity Model



Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox
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To overcome the gap 
between a high-level view on 

the importance of 
sustainability 

……. To a practical “how to 
do it”
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Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox: Why?
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Materials 
Selection

• Based on 
environmental 
impact of 
sourcing the 
materials

• Recyclability at 
the end of the 
product’s life

Manufacturability

• Selection of 
manufacturing 
aid materials

• Usage and 
form of energy

Product Usage

• Emissions
• Usage based 

on scarce 
resources

End of Life

• Product 
disposal

• Recyclability
• Re-use

Sustainability and Product Design
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• LCA is most common tool
• Many incorporate some type of chemicals and materials library/reference tool.  Pharos or 

other Chemical Screening Tool

• EcoDesign Strategy Wheel: Okala’s Ecodesign Strategy Wheel

• Several use some type of sustainability checklist: New Product Sustainability Checklist 

• Others use a supplier scorecard: Supplier Screening/Scorecard

Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/life-cycle-assessment
https://www.greenscreenchemicals.org/learn/pharos
http://www.okala.net/Okala%20Ecodesign%20Strategy%20Guide%202012.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Yjl_U-TZ6WgTW8kZQr4sXr4Sbo9yHigQ?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Yjl_U-TZ6WgTW8kZQr4sXr4Sbo9yHigQ?usp=sharing


Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox: LCA
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“Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a technique for assessing 
the potential environmental aspects and potential aspects 
associated with a product (or service), by:
•compiling an inventory of relevant inputs and outputs,
•evaluating the potential environmental impacts associated with 
those inputs and outputs,
•interpreting the results of the inventory and impact phases in 
relation to the objectives of the study.”

“Life-cycle assessments (LCAs) involve cradle-to-grave analyses 
of production systems and provide comprehensive evaluations of 
all upstream and downstream energy inputs and multimedia 
environmental emissions….”

ISO 14040.2 Draft: Life Cycle Assessment -
Principles and Guidelines

Research Triangle Institute (RTI)



Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox
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Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox
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Sustainability Checklist  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Yjl_U-TZ6WgTW8kZQr4sXr4Sbo9yHigQ


• Sustainability Checklist
• Stage 1

Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox: Stage 1

28

Preliminary 
Investigation



• Sustainability Checklist
• Stage 3

Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox: Stage 3
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Development



• Sustainability Checklist
• Stage 5

Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox: Stage 5

30

Production
and

Market 
Launch
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Supplier Screening/Scorecard

Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox: Sample Rating

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Yjl_U-TZ6WgTW8kZQr4sXr4Sbo9yHigQ


Adding Sustainability to the NPD Toolbox
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• All companies, regardless of size, can incorporate sustainability into their NPD 
process

• The approach must be aligned to overall corporate strategy and customer 
focused
• Effective environmental NPD processes introduce environmental sustainability 

at the product concept stage
• Common tools are integrated to include environmental sustainability 

considerations

Companies have introduced sustainability addressing compliance.  However, to bring greater business 
value, sustainability must be integrated into NPD



SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS
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• 10 years ago, IRI working groups began to study the situation and proposed methodologies to 
help R&D groups integrate sustainability into their organization.
• A quantitative maturity model was developed to allow companies to rate themselves and compare 

others.

• Sustainability driven innovation was identified as a methodology to use sustainability as the key driving  
force for new product development

• Finally, a detailed guideline of how to integrate sustainability into the new product development process 
included vetted tools that can facilitate the process 

• Sustainability has grown into one of the most important worldwide issues affecting our planet.

• While multifaceted from supply chain shortages to energy to climate change, it can no longer be 
ignored.

• There is a positive correlation between eco friendly practices/design and financial performance

• There is no magic bullet.  Organizations must develop their strategy/goals and move forward 
with what works for them



POLL
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What is Sustainability?

1. Making sure that your company meets all of the government compliance requirements

2. Looking at ways to reduce energy usage

3. Looking at life cycle analysis
4. Looking at the carbon footprint of the company

5. Looking at alternatives to petroleum for energy, chemicals, polymers

6. Looking at renewable solutions to energy and consumption

7. A liberal plot to destroy capitalism in the US
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Questions or Comments
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Sue Burek
sburek@pdma.org
+1-585-314-4611

Links to RTM Articles:
A Maturity Model for Sustainability in New Product Development
The Path to Sustainability Driven Innovation
Integrating Sustainability into New Product Development

mailto:sburek@pdma.org
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Yjl_U-TZ6WgTW8kZQr4sXr4Sbo9yHigQ?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Yjl_U-TZ6WgTW8kZQr4sXr4Sbo9yHigQ?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Yjl_U-TZ6WgTW8kZQr4sXr4Sbo9yHigQ?usp=sharing




Examples of Vetted Resources Supporting Sustainability 
Assessment
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Examples of Vetted Resources Supporting Sustainability 
Certifications
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Sustainable Minds
Design greener products right, from the start

USGBC LEED



Other articles and references
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https://community.pdma.org/knowledgehub/bok/strategy/sustainable-innovation-management

The COP26 summit brought parties together to accelerate action towards the goals of the Paris 
Agreement and the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change.  (https://ukcop26.org/)

Elkington, J. (1998), "ACCOUNTING FOR THE TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE", Measuring Business Excellence, Vol. 
2 No. 3, pp. 18-22. https://doi.org/10.1108/eb025539

Ganji, E. N. et.al (2020), “Sustainable Demand Chain Toward Prosperity of NPD Projects: a Systematic 
Reivew” IET Collaborative Intelligent Manufacturing, Vol. 2, Issue 4

https://community.pdma.org/knowledgehub/bok/strategy/sustainable-innovation-management
https://ukcop26.org/
https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=John%20Elkington
https://www.emerald.com/insight/publication/issn/1368-3047
https://doi.org/10.1108/eb025539
https://digital-library.theiet.org/content/journals/iet-cim;jsessionid=fw1wnckt8tje.x-iet-live-01


Upcoming & recent webinars/conferences supporting 
Sustainability
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